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Contribution

• Investigate the training strategy for ViT in the task of face recogni-
tion.

• Parts-based pipeline for deep face recognition with discrimina-
tively patches learning

• Part-based model is able to learn stable landmarks to competitive
degree

Fig. 1: The pipeline of our part-based fViT

fViT: ViT for Face Recognition

Structure and Flops

• 12 layers, 11 attention heads, d = 768, MLP dim: 2048

Fig. 2: The strucutre of our part-based fViT

Hyperparameters for training fViT, inspired by [3]

• fViT is prone to overfitting [4]

• stochastic depth regularization probability: 0.1

• resize & crop: [0.9, 1.0]

• RandAugment magnitude: 0.2

• Mixup with alpha and probability:0.5, 0.2

• Cutout probability: 0.1

• weight decay: 1e-1 for fViT and 5e-2 for landmark CNN

• optimazation: AdamW; 34 epochs; train from scratch

part-based fViT

The ViT operates on a sequence of visual token which do not need to be
computed on uniform grid. Inspired by work on part-based FR [1], herein we
describe how to apply ViT on patches representing facial parts, which can
be found in Fig 1.
(1)we use a lightweight weight CNN to predict a set of R = P×P landmarks.
The landmark CNN in our setting is MobilenetV3:

r = CNN(X), ri = [xi, yi]
T , i = 1, . . . , P 2, (1)

(2)Use Differentiable grid sampling method of STN [2] for extracting each
patch centered at each landmark coordinate ri

(3)Send the sampled patches to fViT.

Results

We achieve SOTA results on MS1MV3 dataset and the forward error for eval-
uating the stability of landmarks, can be found in Fig3 and Fig 4

Fig. 3: The results on MS1M dataset

Fig. 4: The forward error on the MAFL & AFLW dataset

Visualization

Visualization of learned landmarks in R=16, and R=49, can be
found in Fig 5 and Fig 6.

Fig. 5: The learned landmarks when R=16

Fig. 6: The learned landmarks when R=49
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